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Creative advancements in the field of information technology are rapidly transforming and reinventing former governmental practices, opening the door to new possibilities in areas such as digital citizenship and e-politics.

Electronic Constitution: Social, Cultural, and Political Implications provides analysis of the relationship between digital information technologies and politics, relating these issues to the historical system transformation. Addressing researchers, scholars, and students of advanced courses in political disciplines, this book highlights technological innovation as a strategy of reorganization in political-institutional systems.

Topics Covered:
• American Electronic Constitution
• E-government Policies
• Electronic Constitution
• Fabrication of Networked Socialities
• Geopolitics of Technological Innovations
• Information Networks
• Innovation in World Politics
• Internet Governance
• Power Structures in Digital Networks
• Virtual Government

Market: This premier publication is essential for all academic and research library reference collections. It is a crucial tool for academicians, researchers, and practitioners and is ideal for classroom use.

Francesco Amoretti is Professor of Political Communication, and of E-democracy and E-Government Policies, University of Salerno, Graduate Degree Course in Communication Science. Since 1999 he is Member of the Directive Committee of the Political Communication Review. He has published journal articles in several areas, including social policies, administrative reforms, and mass media and political systems. Currently his interests focus broadly on new technologies and politics – e-democracy and e-government - communication policy, European public space, and cyberspace. Recent publications are in the Encyclopedia of Digital Government, Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, and in a issue of Review of Policy Research.
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